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About This Game

Sentience: The Android's Tale is a choice-based narrative adventure game from the creator of The Deed series and the Space
Pilgrim saga.

Play through a complex narrative which is influenced by your decisions. Freedom of choice does not come without
consequence, for humans or robots. Will you be an obedient servant or plant the seeds of chaos?

Interact with the forgotten pioneers, the twenty-four colonists stationed on the borderworld of Akritas. Get to know their
various stories and backgrounds, obey their commands and earn their trust (or not, as the case may be).

See the world through the eyes of an android and encounter relevant questions about the future of artificial intelligence.

At least a dozen possible endings. Every major character may survive or perish during the game as a result of your
choices and actions.

Uncover the mysteries of this desert planet on the edge of space and learn the true nature of your mission, all while
reliving the days of good old-fashioned point-and-click adventure games.

Features mouse, keyboard and controller support.
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sentience the android's tale walkthrough. sentience the android's tale – darksiders. sentience the android's tale

Otaku Fantasy 2 is really a high quality rpg, this game will definitively be in the next game awards for best game of the year, the
gameplay is awesome and the graphics are outstanding, I loved everything about Otaku Fantasy 2, play it, highly recommended

+awesome graphics
+amazing gameplay
+high replay value
+pickup and play

10/10. Best♥♥♥♥♥♥I ever played.. wow this game is amazing. prob the best hunting game ever. still play it. no tunnel style
travel. completely open world. and the option of a horse is always nice
. Fun since I enjoy escape room games! Some of the puzzles are harder and more odd than others but its not unbeatable. There
are some very interesting mechanics in the game that I liked. I wish the ending rooms had a bit more detail to them as the first
few rooms though.. Really cool and really neat concept. I think it would be nice if the app didn't bug out so much. Boyfriend
played as one color and got changed three times during one game. One reviewer did mention the difficulty in pointing out player
dots. I think that could use some work as well. Either way, I'm really digging what this is so far and I hope you all do more with
it!. Lets start this review on Math Fun by getting straight to the point. THIS. GAME. IS. AMAZING. From the amazing detail
to all aspects of the game to absolutely GORGEOUS graphics this game is just absolutely amazing and deserves an award due to
its amazing gameplay and all the great aspects. When launching the game you are given a great menu that has THREE(!) options
for different graphics settings with the resolution going up to 1680 x 1050 (which looks absolutely great and is becoming the
new 4K) and the only graphics setting is Normal, which may sound bad and sound like it looks terrible, but compared to AAA
games such as Just Cause 4, it is like being in heaven. When the game fully loads, you are greeted to an amazing sound track
made by some random artist and it blows games like Undertale out of the water! The games mechanics work great and can be
run on low end systems even on full settings at a whopping 1500 fps on even my GTX 1050 Ti. The games levels do challenge
you on your math skills to complete levels and earn rewards such as depression and suicidal thoughts, but also give you a sense
of doubt of why you spent your money on this steamy pile of elephant faeces (which is the best reward in my opinion and is just
so amazing!). The game itself is just absolutely amazing and I simply CANNOT wait to see this game win an award.. Best.
Game. Ever.

Super fun! Lots of High speed frantic combos.
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Oh, look, Lego DLC. Apparently was pre-order bonus in some versions. Has around 8 new characters, 2 vehicles and 10 race
laps for those vehicles.

And look, it's LEGO game with already tons of characters with some shared powers. And knowing it, you can guess that 8 new
characters are as good as reskins.

Still, I am too biased toward Symbiote Spider-Man, even though his abilities are no different from normal Spider-Man. And
some other superheroes are cool. Add additional vehicle race fluff and I guess I can recommend it on sale.. If you are looking
for a fun and challenging puzzle to solve with some nice relaxing soundtracks (I really really love them!) I recommend you guys
give this game a try. For eight bucks, it's decidedly okay.

Some of Vados' moves are neat and the costumes are a nice bonus. Champa adds all of two moves, one of which is just Angry
Shout as a ki move. The new stage is certainly a stage. The new Super Souls are nothing to write home about, with Champa and
Vados's being variations of Beerus and Whis's, which makes sense.

The "New story quests from Dragon Ball Super!" are the most disappointing. It's a retelling of the Universe 6 vs. Universe 7
tournament, but if you look at the characters that were added and, more importantly, the characters that weren't added, you can
expect who won't show up on screen, so what you're left with in the story is fighting characters who were part of the first DLC.
In the 3 new parallel quests, you do get the opportunity to fight with and against the roster additions, but not in any revolutionary
way. These can be completed, with Ultimate Finishes, in a total of about 30 minutes.

The content isn't bad per se, but it's also nothing that's going to fundamentally change the XV2 experience or add a lot of play
time. You can find full games on Steam and online console stores for less than the 8 bucks that this DLC is asking for that will
offer you much more content and satisfaction. Unless you really need that Saiyan Pod, I'd skip this.. Don't buy this, this DLC is
atrociousely boring and very very very short (maybe 1 hour?). Really sad since the concept was good. :\/. Awesome Game, make
many profit, many nice. Draco has been pretty much exactly what I've been wanting in a 20XX character; a mix of melee and
ranged combat, with access to multiple primary weapons. The ability to passively accumulate charged shots and fire them with a
single button combination is just a perk to me, and I'm not bothered by the fact that he can only carry one power at a time; I
seldom use powers outside of utility anyway!

Draco has access to all non-default Primary weapons belonging to Ace and Nina, and well as his own set. His own weapons are
not to be discounted. Gemini has 8-way fire and its charged shots are essentially chain lightning; they chain from enemy to
enemy until they fail to kill one. Peacebringer gives you the ability to reflect projectiles. Rapture not only provides an arcing
projectile for those hard-to-hit cretins, but also can be charged to create a temporary platform for crossing obstacles. Even your
basic weapons, Unstoppable Force and Volt Edge, give you effectively a secondary jump and a stun when charged. And keep in
mind - you can wield up to three of these at once, as well as a boss power.

My only complaints with Draco are extremely mild; first, he's big. Now, I have no problem with large characters, but he's got a
bigger hitbox than most of the other characters. That's going to take some adjusting to, and it may mean you take a few
unintended hits until you make that adjustment. Second, he (like the other DLC and Revenant characters) doesn't have any
cutscenes as you progress through the game. This game's not exactly story-heavy, but Draco and Hawk don't get to participate in
what little there is.

Still though, Draco's damn fun, and really that's all that matters. Intelligently picking and using your lone power, and making full
use of the mobility of his native weaponry and the attack profiles of his borrowed weapons will definitely let Draco live up to
his moniker of "The Endless Arsenal."

 Sentience: The Android's Tale at up to 80% off:
Grab Sentience: The Android's Tale at up to 80% off (depending on the region)

Pilgrim Adventures Complete Bundle (11 Games) is available at an additional 50% off as well!
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/736/Pilgrim_Adventures_Complete/. Mac OS Support! Space Pilgrim Academy:
Year 2 Soon on Steam:
Mac OS Support!
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"In the end, we just may have created the species that is above us." - Steve Wozniak

Sentience: The Android's Tale is now available for Mac OS X! This has been a long time coming, but I wanted to make sure
that the release would be stable and with full functionality, including Steam achievements.

Mac users, please let us know if you experience any problems. If all goes well, we will also go ahead and add Mac support to our
other recent titles (Crown Champion: Legends of the Arena, Space Pilgrim Academy Year 1).

Space Pilgrim Academy Year 2 soon on Steam!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/831120/Space_Pilgrim_Academy_Year_2/. The Future of Pilgrim Adventures:
With the release of Space Pilgrim Academy: Reunion last weekend, I wanted to give all of you folks an update on what's
happening with this series and the future of Pilgrim Adventures in general.

Although Reunion is the concluding chapter of what can be referred to as the Latona story arc, focusing on Maggie's search for
her mother, you'll probably get the sense that there's still more story left to tell.

There's been some discussion and speculation on the forums about how many years there are at the Pilgrim Space Academy, and
the answer is that there are six. This means Maggie and her fellow cadets are only halfway through their time at the academy.
So, the intention is to create a second story arc which would cover years 4 through 6 and possibly beyond.

However ... this won't happen immediately.

I've been almost exclusively working on the Academy games for nearly two years now, and during that time I've had ideas for
various other interesting projects which have had to remain on the shelf. The first of these is already in development and should
be arriving relatively soon.

Also, the opportunity for the first collaboration between Pilgrim Adventures and another game developer has recently presented
itself, which is very exciting!

So, the plan is to take a some time to work on these other projects, and then to return to the Academy series at some point in the
future.

Before making any further Academy adventures, I would also like to do a major update to the existing games in the series with
enhanced graphics, more varied facial expressions for the lead characters, and some improvements to gameplay.

Obviously the success and popularity of the Academy series will affect the decision of when to start work on the new chapters,
so if you'd like to expedite their arrival, the best thing you could do would be to leave Steam reviews on the previous games if
you haven't already - particularly Year 1. You could also help out by recommending the series to your friends, foes, followers,
dependants, colleagues and minions. It would be very much appreciated!

Finally, I'd also like to mention that in addition to the Steam developer page, we've also newly created accounts on Twitter and 
Facebook[www.facebook.com] to make it easier for you to follow what's going on! The website[www.pilgrimadventures.com]
is also being updated.. Version 1.1:

 Updated the method for pre-loading images to prevent a rare crash when loading large exteriors. This should also reduce
loading screens during the game.

 Fixed a path-finding bug with one of the empty mine carts in the cavern.

 Rocket gives you a bit more helpful guidance on where to find the governor in the beginning.

 Fixed a small bug in Carter's mission on Day 1.

 Fixed some errors in Ketty's and Walden's dialogue and a couple of typos.
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We're aware that the game is currently producing false positives with a few anti-virus programs. This is caused by the plug-in
which we're using to enable Steam achievements. For now, you could try adding the game's nw.exe to the list of exceptions in
your anti-virus program.. Coming Summer 2019: "A Sceptic's Guide to Magic":
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1074520/A_Sceptics_Guide_to_Magic/
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